Depolarization from an intrinsic spin resonance can be avoided by adiabatically exciting a coherent betatron oscillation. Experimental results of creating sustained coherent betatron oscillations in the Brookhaven National Laboratory AGS, and relevant spin tracking calculations are discussed.
INTRODUCTION
Intrinsic spin resonance is one of the major types of spin depolarizing resonances. It is caused by vertical betatron oscillations sampling the radial focusing field. The resonance condition is G7 = K P f v, , where K is an integer, P is the number of superperiods, vz is the vertical betatron tune, G = 1.79 is the anomalous g-factor for the proton, 7 is the Lorentz factor, and CO, is the number of spin precession per orbit revolution.
For an isolated resonance with resonance strength E at a constant acceleration rate a = 9 and 8 as the bending angle, Froissart-Stora formula gives the ratio of the initial polarization Pi before passing through this resonance to the final polarization Pf after passing through it.
Based on Eq. 1, to avoid depolarization fkom spin resonances, coherent vertical betatron oscillation can be induced to increase the resonance strength of all particles to a level that an adiabatic spin flip will be induced with the normal acceleration rate of the synchrotron. In this application, a controlled oscillation is adiabatically produced with a high frequency dipole magnet slowly energized to its final field amplitude and likewise slowly de-energized. Then the particle beam emittance is preSeNed.
This can easily be understood by studying the motion in a phase space frame which is rotating at the AC dipole oscillating frequency. Consider a particle influenced by a single horizontally oriented AC dipole field of length 4 at a location in the accelerator where the vertical betatron amplitude function is Bz. The field oscillates according to B, = B, cos 27rv,,,n, where B, is the amplitude 
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Experimental Set-up
For the beam tests, the AC dipole was linearly ramped up in about 3 ms and kept at full amplitude for about 4 ms then ramped back to zero in another 3 ms. During acceleration in the AGS, the revolution frequency changes as the parti- The experiment was performed in the AGS with
Results
The coherence amplitude as a function of distance between the AC dipole modulation tune from the intrinsic betatron tune was measured both during acceleration as well as at fixed energy in the AGS. The AC dipole modulation tune function was held fixed and the betatron tune was changed to produce different tune separations. A typical example of the readback from the AC dipole current transformer as a function of revolution number is shown in the bottom portion of Fig. 2 . Here, the full dipole strength is 2.82 G-m and its modulation tune is 0.75. Results from a typical emittance scan is shown in Fig. 3 . The fact that the measured rms beam size returns to its previous value indicates that the process was indeed adiabatic and that the beam emittance was preserved.
The ratio of the measured coherent amplitude to dipole field amplitude is shown in Fig. 4 as a function of different tune separations between the modulation tune and the betatron tune. During this set of measurements, the momentum was held fixed at 1.1 GeV/c per nucleon. This particular ratio is shown because when the tunes were placed near resonance without reducing the dipole field amplitude, the oscillation amplitude would become large enough to induce beam loss. Thus, only smaller amplitude oscillations provided meaningful measurements at these tune separations.
For a'tune separation of 0.01, the largest amplitude oscillation which could be maintained without significant beam loss was 2.6 times the nns beam size. emittance or closer distance between the modulation tune vm and the vertical betatron tune v, . 6. The solid line is the predicted curve using Eq. 3.
CONCLUSION
Sustained coherent transverse beam oscillations have been achieved in the AGS using a high frequency AC driven dipole magnet. The amplitude of the oscillations using the present system has been as large as 2.6 times the rms beam size, and the oscillations were held at this level for over lo00 revolutions. By adiabatically increasing and decreasing the dipole field amplitude during this procedure, the transverse emittance of the beam was left unaffected. To set the scale, had an oscillation of that amplitude been left to oscillate freely, the beam emittance would have increased by a factor of 7 after filamentation. This result provides encouragement that this technique can be used to induce spin flip of polarized proton beams in synchrotrons when crossing strong intrinsic depolarizing resonances during acceleration. Another application of this device in a polarized beams storage ring would be the reversal of the polarization direction of the beam. By slowly sweeping the frequency of the modulated dipole field through the spin precession frequency of the storage ring, an adiabatic spin flip can be induced, thus reversing the polarization direction of each individual particle in the storage ring without increasing the beam emittance. This can be useful for reducing systematic errors in polarized beam experiments.
A similar set of measurements is depicted in Fig. 5 , where in this case the beam is being accelerated at a rate 
6.
The solid line is the predicted curve using Eq. 3.
of j E 2 = 2.44 sec-1 The arbitrary function generator was used to generate the appropriate sine wave with the AGS beam RF signal used as the clock signal. Fig. 5 shows that by accurately fixing the tune separation, the general features of the AC dipole induced coherent betatron oscillations are the same for acceleration and storage.
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